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IHTRODUCTIOil

6

The Li (n,d)He

5

reaction was to be investigated with

bombardment by 15 Mev# neutrons*

This entailed the detect¬

ion of low energy (about 6 Mev.)deuterons in the presence
of high energy (15-17 Mev,) background,

The related de¬

tection of low energy neutron groups from (d*n) reactions
was also scheduled*

The spectrometer used by Eisser, Price,

1

2

and Glass , and improved by W*b. Anderson
ed in the experiments,

was to be employ¬

Before this purpose could be realis¬

ed, however, several problems left unresolved by Anderson
had to be studied further, the major one of which was that
of the central wire size*

This problem involved consider¬

ation of ion movement, ion collection, and gas amplifi¬
cation*
The present work attempts to treat these problems and
gives the experimental determination of some of the factors
involved, plus the results of investigations of the back¬
ground counting rate*
The work on the Ll^(n,d)He^ reaction consisted of
angular distribution measurements at different neutron
energies, and was done in collaboration with Mr. B.L. Steele*

"*

1

**

PART I

Tbs apparatus to be used In detecting low energy denier©ns from the Id (n,d}lie

reaction Is a coincidence counter,

a- schematic diagram of which is. given In Fig. 1 and which
34

is described elsewhere in the literature

f

*

it consists

essentially of a polyethylene radiator' for producing re¬
coil pontons when bombarded by neutrons, and a gas:pro¬
portional counter operating, in ©©.incidence with a- Gal crystal
scintillation counter,.

The coincidence pulse operates a

gate 'circuit, which allows the linearly amplified pulse from
:

the crystal, to' b© recorded,

..The counter is filled with a

mixture of

COg at on© atmosphere pressure.

95% ■

argon and

5%

The ions'formed hy collisions between recoil protons'' and gas
atoms move under the influence of the large potential dif¬
ference between the central electrode and the counter wall#
forming the gas pulse*

The scintillation pulse occurs when

the.-protons strike the crystal* a distance of 10 cm* from*
the radiator.
The light collection in the scintillation crystal, and
hence the scintillation pulse* rises in' a few tenths: of a
microsecond, 'while the gas pulse requires longer, the.time
for ion collection depending on ion movement and position.
In order to obtain resolving times of a few tenth micro¬
seconds, only the first few tenth microseconds of the gas
puls© may be used.

It will be noted that the criteria usually

applied to gas proportional counters—large electric field
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at the periphery to attract all the ions# and a relatively
long rise time of the pulse—do not apply here.

Moreover#

the recoil protons from the radiator all pass within several
centimeters of the central wire*

Therefore# a very strong

electric field at the center of the gas counter seems indi¬
cated# from a consideration of the motion of the ions*

The

following sections deal with these problems *

I, FaXM&RX X0HI2ATION MW GAS MULTIPLICATION:
The shape of the pluse arising from the gas counter is
proportional to the number of primary ions# the gas multiplication# and a factor due to ion motion*

5

Anderson

sug¬

gested that a smaller central electrode could be used to
obtain a. larger initial rise of the pulse.

His suggestion

was based mainly on considerations of the ion movement fac¬
tor* , A conclusion about the wire size can be reached only
after It is understood how to include considerations of gas
multiplication#
Theory of Gas Hultiollcation;
Consider- the gas multiplication factor 14 to be defined
thus {in a small region around the central wire):
(1)

M s n/tiQ

#

where n is the number of ions reaching the wire (electrons
in this case, since the wire has a positive potential)# and
HQ

is the number of primary electrons from the initial Ion¬

isation*
The electric field 3(r) due to the wire, at distance r,

m-

*■*

is
¥
'TrTh/a

(2)

1

V

where ¥ is the voltage between the electrodes , b is the
radius of the Inner wall of the counter, and a is the radius
of the central wire*

In this field,, an electron will not

acquire enough energy while moving in a mean free path

A

to ionise a gas atom unless its distance frCm the wire is less
than the distance ’ rc , given by

(3) 1 = A £(r,J
where: x:

%Q

A¥

1 ,
■

.: Eva rc

the ionisation .potential of-the gas*

A can.be given in .terms of the number .of atoms Is and
the collision. Cross-section

<?%

, thus: .

;

.

rk

5 x 10

%cr0

$■■■

with
“ ol^io23 *

and

~22fo?r

^s .» *73 .* 10”16 cm? .,

where p is the pressure oft the gas in cm. of Eg (in this case,
76 cm* of Hg}*
thus
(5)

. ¥ ■.

r0

:

-i^ic^

Tlnb7a.

P7TS^'

*

How the number ofionlsing collisions per'drifting elec¬
tron in a path length dr is

dr/A , for

a<r<ro

Then the number of electrons resulting from, these secondary
ionisations is
(6)

dn = - n dr/A *

■

where n is the number of electrons present, the minus sign
indicating that

dn

increases with a decrease in r»
-

4
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Integrating (6),

n/no ~
taking

n = n0

at

e

(
9

r = rc »,

Substituting r0 from (5) and

A from (451 and. tahing M = n/n©' at, r = a

tbs following

expression Is obtained;

(?)

M ss e

ap
mX

x 10~4

ws

TisriT^

)

The threshold for gas multiplication occurs when
V

... _ ap^-lO*^- , ■

Vth «

«4
ap x 10” • I In b/a

TTSTTa ~
and

(8)

Measurement -.of das. Multiplication:

.

/

file first factor in equation (T)» that'is,

v
(e
T^jTb/^a
J,\

was determined for/the present counter as''follows* ' fbe'

'■

pulses from the gas counter alone were fed from the gate into
four charnels of a five~channel analyser 'with variable lower
biases.

Counts were tafeen at gas 'voltages of 2700 v.,

2800- v, j 2900 v., and 3000 v., with gas amplifier gain settings
Of 64, 64, 32, and f6, respectively.

4 typical distribution

in the' channels' is shown in Pig, 6 :(gas voltage = 2700 v.).
The . channel voltage at which the number of counts reached'
a maximum was approximated each time, and ’this voltage was
multiplied by the factor by which the gain was lowered from
that of the preceding gas voltage (assuming that this factor
is proportional to the gas multiplication) to give the rel-

5
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ative multiplication factor M.

Fig. 2 shows M plotted as a

function of gas voltage.
The ionisation potential I of argon can be calculated
from the graph, since
Ala

With

"

=

"Y

L b/a

b = 3.65 cm* and

•

a = <0127 cm* (10 mil wire),

I = 33 volts >
It is Seen from equation (7) that the gas multiplication
becomes larger as 7 is increased or as
However, as

a

a

Is made smaller*

decreases, by equation (8) 7th decreases*

Rough calculation of pulse sises indicates that under pres¬
ent operational conditions M Is about 250 and 7 is therefore
about 800 volts above threshold*

Hence a decrease in

a

will, by lowering the threshold, allow the counter to op¬
erate at a lower voltage.

This lower voltage has to be

taken into account before applying the theory to the Ion
movement factor<
These changes arising from considerations of gas mul¬
tiplication will have an effect on the pulse shape which
Is associated with the motion of the ions through the gas*
II. ION MOVEMENT IN THE (JAS PROPORTIONAL COUNTER I
The gas counter pulse depends on the voltage induced
at the central electrode by positive Ions formed there.
This voltage will vary depending on the location of the ions,
increasing as the ions move farther from the wire (the elec¬
trons formed simultaneously with the positive ions move
toward the wire).
-
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Fig* 2. Tlie relative gas multiplication factor
M is shotm as a function of the gas counter
voltage. M is plotted on a logarithmic scale.

Theoretical Considerations!;
It can he shorn

&

that the voltage Induced at the cen¬

tral electrode by a positive ion has the form
(W

V(t)=

*

where e is the electronic charge, M is the gas multiplication
factor* n0 is the number of original ions* 0 is the capac¬
itance of the chamber and input to the amplifier, K Is the
heavy ion mobility, b and a are the two radii mentioned above,
and t is the time*

A plot of V(t) vs* t for this counter Is

shown, as curve I, Fig* 3, with M taken equal to 250* n0 3000,
0 =10/y< fds*, K = 7*5, e = 1.6 x 10-19 coul., b - 3*65 cm*,
a = ,0127 era,, and V = 2800 volts (gas counter high voltage)*
From equation (9) it is seen that V(t) would increase if
M were increased, all the other factors remaining the same*
However, in general M cannot be changed at will, so another
quantity must be varied.*

In the discussion of gas multi¬

plication, it was pointed out that a decrease in

a

at the

same V- Is equivalent to an increase in H, or* if K is to re¬
main the same, such a decrease lowers the operating voltage V.
Taking

a = ,*00635 cm. (5 mil wire) (which would be ex¬

pected to lower ¥th to roughly 1000 volts)., and hence
V = 1800 volts, and with all the other quantities retaining
their former values, a second curve of If(t) vs* t is obtained
(Fig, 3, curve II) .

It is seen that the pulse has a more

rapid initial rise in the second oasej the new conditions
would give a more effective counter operation.

As time passes

the curves level off, reaching a constant value of V=-eMn0/C

at

t =: (b2 - a^)ln b/a , which occurs at 1796 A sec. after
2KV
'
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TIME (ykSEC.)
Fig* 3* File calculated potential v(t) induced at the
central electrode by the motion of the positive ions
formed in the region of the wire, is shown as a
function of the time since the initial ionization.
Curve I results from using a 10 mil wire (a=.Q127 cm,}
in eq. (9), with a=*00635 cm. (5 mil), curve II is
obtained.

the initial ionization for curve I and 31400^ctsec. for II.
However, as mentioned above, timing requires the use of
only the first few tenth microseconds of the pulse, so
attention must now be directed to the motion of the ions
during this time.
Taking Into account the rate of arrival of electrons

6

at the central wire (assuming a mobility of 4x1 Qcm./sec.
for the entire region within a few centimeters of the wire)
and the heavy ion movement near the wire, a numerical
calculation for the pulse shape in approximately the first
half microsecond was done for two extreme positions of the
primary Ion track, shown diagramatlcally below*
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wire

The track at r0 = 1.2 cm. represents approximately the far¬
thest distance from the wire a track under consideration
cm be, since the radiator and the crystal are about one
inch in diameter.

Curves A and B» Fig. 4, show the pulse

as a function of time for ion tracks at rQ = 0 and r0 = l,2em.»
respectively, with a = *0127 cm* and V = 2800 volts* When
a smaller wire size (a = .00635 cm. and V = 1800 volts)
is used in the calculations, curves 0 and D result. Expe¬
rience with the calculations shows that the electrons come
from small distances and that we do actually use the first
few tenth microseconds of the pulse.

It is seen from Fig, 4

that at a given time the pulse from the counter with the

«•

8
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Fig* 4, The development of the gas counter pulse
in the first few tenth microseconds after the pri¬
mary ionization* The curves result from numerical
calculations considering ion tracks shorn on page
8; a=,0127cm. gives A and Bj a=.00635cm, gives
curves C and D,

smaller wire is larger.i:A* smaller wire* then, would allow
the pulse to beclipped earlier for a given pulse size.
it ■ls'\re&sohdble to assume that a still smaller wire would
give curves with still greater slopes and would allow still
earlier clipping*

The non-linear portion of curves A and G

is' due to the nonhomogen© it y of 'the electric field ' close to
the wirej for the larger wire this part of'the field extends
farther and hence diminishes at a later tiiae than for the
smaller wire*

This portion of the curve would straighten

out-more' and- more as. smaller wire sises were used in the
calculations*

The actual use of smaller wires' in the gas

counter involves the mechanical problem of supporting the
Wire*

A possible solution would be to have the ends held

by conducting tubes extending into the counter from the top
and bottom.

This would further restrict the ion movement

and would allow the volume of the counter to be reduced.
Measurement . of Rise. Time s
The gas pulses were clipped at different heights by
different lengths of delay line in the amplifier.

The

gain was increased each time until a maximum number of
14 Mev. neutrons was counted.

It

was found that all the

neutrons were counted with-a clipping time of about *4/<sec,,
which is another indication that only the first few tenth
microseconds are used*

PART IX

file use of high energy neutrons for investigating the

6
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Li (n,d)He

reaction would naturally produce high energy

"background.

The background, then, deserved some attention,

and was treated in the following way.

I. TESTS OH BACKGROUND:
Coincidence pulses from 14 Mev, neutrons (produced by
the T(d,n)H©^
reaction) were recorded in a five channel
■ '
"S
analyzer of variable bias, for various deuteron beam inten¬
sities,

Counts were taken with and without the poly¬

ethylene radiator, to locate the neutrons.
The background count (that is, counts taken without the
radiator) was found to be unusually high in the region of
the neutrons (the 30 and 40 volt channels).

Much time was

spent attempting to discover the cause of this high back¬
ground before it was decided to replace the Gsl with a Hal
crystal.
The background count with the Hal showed no build-up
in the neutron region.

Furthermore, the Hal pulses were

found to have a faster rise time than those from Cal, as is
shorn in Fig, 7.

The experimental procedure for measuring

the rise times was the same as that used for the gas pulses
(see page 9).

The contribution of the accidental counts

(i.e,, causally unrelated events in the counter) to the back¬
ground, with the Hal crystal, was computed from the following
10

relation!
Ho. accidentals = 2rn^n2t »
where x is the resolving time of the counter (in this case,
.8/<sec.)5 n-j and n2 are the gas and Hal singles rates,
respectively* and t is the time during which the counts were
taken.

The total "background and Accidental distributions in

the channels is given in Fig. 5*
The difference in the background count with the two
crystals might be explained by the existence of large Csl
pulses In the neutron energy region*

This could be due to

an (n,p) process occurring in the Csl with higher cross-section
and greater probability than in Hal.

Indeedjffrom the masses

7

of the reactants , the Q-value for the Cs(n,p) reaction is
*.4 Mev., while those for Ha(n,p.) and I(n,p) are -4'Mev. and
-18 lev., respectively.

This could account for the above

effectj however the problem is not completely resolved at
the present time.
Raising the Hal discriminator bias from 60 volts to
100 volts was found to eliminate the singles from the chan¬
nels below 35 volts,

fhe accidental and background rates

could thus both be reduced by maintaining a high discrimi¬
nator bias in the scintillation counter.
It was observed that the Hal discriminator singles
were proportional to ,the beam intensity and not to the Inte¬
grator as would be expected.

This was concluded to be due

to some electronic factors in the amplifier, rather than to
some possible radioactive process.
- It -

If the latter were occur*

C0UNTS/200 INT. COUNTS/100 INT.

BASE

LINE

(VOLTS)

Fig* 5* Total background and accidental count dis¬
tribution in coincidence counter, with Hal scin¬
tillator. The background contribution is seen to be
low in the region of maximum neutron counts *

;

BASE

LINE

(VOLTS)

Fig* 6. Gas counter singles distributionj gas voltage
2700 volts.

Fig, 7* Pulse height vs. clipping time for Hal and
Osl, Arrows Indicate rise times by this rough meas¬
urement . Horizontal line in Gsl case was the pulse
height obtained with no delay line (infinite clipping
time), hence no experimental points on this line.

ring the number of singles counts should still he propor¬
tional to the integrator counts! radioactivity with a short
period would be counted like any other prompt count, while
that with a long period would give a smaller counting rate
(requiring a longer time for the pulses to he counted) and
roughly the same number of counts.
In connection with the work on the background it was

found that the gas singles rate decayed with time- after the
beam was turned off, file decay is shorn.in Fig. 8. Various
processes seem to be occurring. A possible /?+~decay of
copper (10 min# half-life) resulting from the Gu(m,2n)
reaction at 14 Mew, is indicated by the straight line, fhe
Contribution of this decay to the overall counting rate is
negligible (only about 130 counts/sec,).
During the Li^(n,d)He^ experiment (see below), it was
noted that the background count decreased as the counter was
rotated slightly 'to take angular distributions.

Since.' this

rotation ■ placed the hi target and the NaJ- crystal out of
alignment, it would appear that the background is dependent
on the relative positions of the radiator and the crystal#
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Fig* 8, Decay of gas counter pulses with time
after ceasing neutron bombardment. Counts were
taken for 30-sec, intervals. The straight line
indicates the contribution of possible' /s*~deeay
of copper resulting from the Cu(ny2n) reaction,
with 14 Mev. neutrons.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS REGARDING NEUTRON SPECTROMETER*.
The arguments advanced in the preceding sections
concerning the most favorable operation of the counter
may be summarised as follows:
t. A smaller central electrode In the gas proportional
counter appears desirable in order to give a greater rise
to the early part of the gas counter pulse, thereby ob¬
taining better resolving time at the same gas multipli¬
cation.
2. Since calculations show that the early part of the
gas pulse is due only to ions within about tom. of the wire,
it would seem advantageous to reduce the volume of the gas
counter.
3. The background is due mainly to coincidences and
not accidentalsj the use of Hal scintillator reduces the
background.
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PART HI

USE OF THE SPECTROMETER HI THE Li^ (n,d )He5OTERIMENT J
In order to detect the 6 Mev* deuterons produced by
high energy neutron bombardment of Li, a different set of
operating conditions were used than for counting high
energy protons*

From the - ringe-energy and energy loss

8

curves | it was seen that the deuterons would produce a
pulse 3 times that from the protons*

The gas gain was

therefore reduced by a factor of 3 and slight changes made
in the differentiating and delay lines at the coincidence
input to Obtain a maximum counting rate.
The counter was rotated so as to detect deuterons
emerging at different angles with the incident neutrons*
The experiment was performed at several neutron energies.
Results;
A typical angular distribution is shown in Fig* go*
The experimental points give a very good fit to the theo¬
retical curve.

This fit is probably due to the ease with

which the background can be subtracted, by taking counts
with and without the radiator (the background was lower in
this experiment, besides, because of the Jof?er gas gain}*
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UNITS
ARB.

cr(e)
6
5
Fig, 9, Angular distribution, of Li (n,d)He
reaction at neutron energy of 15*5 Mev, The
vertical lines indicate the statistical varia¬
tion of the experimental points* The dashed
line is a theoretical curve*

*
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